
TIME 
SURFING

Let’s go

Summer is still in full swing – but if you’re being nudged into 
thoughts of autumn, it’s time for a little mind makeover to help 

maximize the gorgeous light nights and sunny days.
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SURFING
Summer is still in full swing – but if you’re being nudged into 
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D
ID YOU KNOW THAT 
during August we get 
a whopping 14 hours 
of daylight a day, 
while September to 
mid-October still offer 

a fantastic 11-13 hours? Last year, 
temperatures peaked at 34C in August 
and September and even October 
recorded a T-shirt-friendly 22°C at one 
point – and Scotland had its sunniest 
ever October on record! Looking at those 
stats it’s clear to see there’s plenty of life 
in the British summer yet – but, be 
honest, are you out there truly embracing 
it, or are you already mentally making 
plans for Christmas?

If the answer is more ho ho ho than 
hot hot hot, it’s not your fault. Despite 
the fact that we spend half the year 
waiting for summer to arrive, we’re 
actually conditioned to rush through it. 

Partly this is driven by our consumer-
led society. ‘Everything today 

aims to push you forward,’ 
says psychologist Hilda 
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Burke. ‘By mid-summer the shops are 
advertising back-to-school gear, autumn 
clothes and even winter coats are already in 
stock, and soon enough the Christmas push 
will start, which can create an idea in your 
mind that summer is over, even though there 
are still plenty of gorgeous days left.’

IT’S NOT OVER TILL IT’S OVER
Added to this is the fact that by the end of 
August you might have had your summer 
holiday, which can act like a seasonal full stop 
– once it’s over it’s time to plan the winter 
break or think about where to go next year.   

But even if you live in a hut in the middle of 
the woods you might still forward plan – it’s 
a natural instinct to wish away time when you 
sense the season changing. Researchers at the 
University of Chicago have found that you 
tend to fi nd things that are approaching 
threatening, whether it’s a speeding car or the 
encroaching autumn. As with so many innate 
feelings in your life, this all stems back to 
your primal ancestors. For them, a changing 
season threw up new challenges in terms of 
where they might fi nd water, food or shelter 
and so, even now, your inner cavewoman is 
focusing you to think ahead and plan rather 
than enjoying the moment you’re in. Time 
also speeds up the closer to a deadline you 
feel you are – and so, if you consider the end 
of August the end of summer, every day 
closer to that last Bank Holiday of the season 
will seem shorter than the one before.

Therefore if you want to extend summer, 
the key is switching your mindset from being 
future-focused to enjoying the now. 
‘I recently saw a brilliant saying, which was 
“you’re either right here or you’re nowhere”,’ 
says Hilda Burke. ‘Thoughts of the past or the 
future are just that: thoughts. They’re things 
that exist only in your imagination. Try to 
focus on ‘being’ rather than thinking and 
physically immerse yourself in everything 
these last weeks of summer have to offer.’  

So how do you do that? These mind-
shifting, time-extending ideas will help…

� ink of summer 
as a necklace…

…and each day as a 
bead. This idea comes 
from a theory called 
‘time surfi ng’ created by 
Paul Loomans, a Dutch 
ex-monk turned 
stressbuster. ‘We string 
the beads together, but 
each of them is 
individual,’ says Paul. 
‘Look at every summer 
day as its own bead and 
focus on making it as 
beautiful and special as 
you can.’ This doesn’t 
mean every day has to 
involve an outing to the 
seaside, but do try to do 
at least one thing that 

screams summer: have 
an ice cream when you 
hear the jingle of the 
van; visit your nearest 
lido or swimming lake; sit 
outside in the garden in 
the evening rather than 
watching TV. Keep doing 
these things for as long 
as possible. Don’t let 
a date on the calendar 
determine how you 
should behave – if the 
temperature says bare 
legs in September, 
keep those opaques 
in the drawer. 
And carry on 
barbecuing!

The best way to 
extend the summer 

is to create a frame of 
mind that’s 

more present.

DO ONE THING AT A TIME

The very nature of doing two things at 
once means one of them is being done on 
autopilot, and when we’re in that mental 

state, time fl ies by without you noticing. To 
bring your attention to the present, Paul suggests 

naming what you’re doing, for example, say, “Today 
I’m walking to work, enjoying the sunny morning.” 
‘By giving your brain an instruction, it permeates 

every activity with natural attention,’ he says. 
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EMBRACE THE BLIPS

We live in the UK – the odd 
rainy day is to be expected. 
But remember what Dolly 

Parton said: “If you want the 
rainbow, you gotta put up 

with the rain!” 
You can’t appreciate when 
things are good without 

having a little bit of bad to 
compare them to. 

Instead of seeing the odd 
rainy day as a harbinger of 

winter to come, Paul 
suggests thinking of them 
as breathers. ‘These are 

moments where you step 
out of your plans and take 
a break that refreshes you. 

Breathers allow you to clean 
the slate and make sure 

you’re where you want to 
be.’ So, next time it rains, 

don't curse it, appreciate it 
and use the time to take 

a breath, plan activities you 
can do when the sun shines 

again, or to clear some 
tasks so you’re not stuck 
inside doing the laundry 

when the clouds 
have gone.
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PRACTISE 
SAVOURING

Savouring is noticing and 
embracing tiny things that make 

a day special and it’s been identi� ed 
as a major key to happiness by US 

researchers. So, when you spot the magic 
of summer, savour it. It might be a � uffy 
cloud in the blue sky, or a 

bright yellow � ower. 
When you notice 

something, immerse 
yourself in it, 
even for a few 

seconds.

Switch on some 
holiday thinking

‘We get a new lease of life when 
we travel – some of us virtually 
become different people,’ says 
Hilda. ‘We are more open to 
new things, to starting 
conversations with strangers 
and taking more risks – why 
leave that in your suitcase? 

At least once each day, ask 
yourself, “what would I do in this 
situation if I were on holiday?” and try 
to do just that. Make your day-to-day 
life an experience and your home 
town a destination.’
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MAKE TIME 
LAST LONGER
You can make the most of late  
summer by using a few 
time-stretching tricks when 
you’re out having fun and 
building memories. Try these 
to make the day last longer…

1 THINK SMALL: View each 
day out not as one day but 
as eight hours, or even 480 

minutes, to make it seem longer. 
A 15-minute break sitting having 
a cup of tea in the sun will seem 
longer if you think of it as 1,000 
seconds embracing the warmth.

2 WEAR BLUE: Time seems 
slower when you look at 
something blue than when 

you look at something red, 
according to scientists at 
Southwest University in China. 
It’s believed that because you 
associate red with danger, your 
brain wants time to go faster in 
its presence, whereas blue is 
seen as a more calming colour. 

3 SPEND SOME TIME 
WATCHING OTHERS: 
Time expands when your 

eyes scan back and forth. So a 
leisurely lunch outside a café 
watching the world go by will 
seem longer than one sat inside. 

4 PLAY A FAVOURITE 
TUNE: Time passes more 
slowly when you listen to 

songs you love. And the faster 
the tune, the more slowly time 
goes, say researchers at the 
University of Cincinnati. If you 
regularly play the same tune 
you’ll create an association with 
positive memories so these will 
spring into your head whenever 
you hear it. TS

Balance your imagination
If you find yourself shifting your 
focus back into the past or future 
rather than the now, rebalance 
things with this simple trick: think 
of two happy events from earlier in 
the summer and two things you’re 
looking forward to in the days or 
weeks coming up. Research from 
the University of Michigan says this 
creates the perfect balance 
between thinking you’ve been 

somewhere great and that the 
future is likely to pan out the same 
way. Not only does this reassure 
the primal part of your brain that 
all is ok, giving you permission to 
focus back upon the now, it also 
creates a positive attitude that 
even the passing of summer 
doesn’t seem like a hardship. In 
fact, you’ll soon start to feel the 
best could be yet to come.
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